Microfinish Surface Comparators

**Conventional Machining Microfinish Comparators**

- Twenty-two surface finish specimens from six different machining processes: lapped, ground, blanchard ground, shape-turned, milled and profiled — ranging from 2 to 500 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-S22 • $58.00

- Twelve surface finish specimens from five different machining processes: lapped, ground, profiled, shape-turned and milled — ranging from 4 to 125 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-G60 • $63.00

- Twelve surface finish specimens from four different machining processes: shape-turned, ground, profiled, milled — ranging from 250 to 2,000 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-G61 • $63.00

**Cylindrical Microfinish Comparators**

- Cylindrical Ground Microfinish Comparator
  - Ten surface finish specimens, 5-I.D. and 5-O.D. with a range of 4 to 63 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-G62 • $63.00

- Cylindrical Turned Microfinish Comparator
  - Ten surface finish specimens, 5-I.D. and 5-O.D. with a range of 16 to 250 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-G63 • $63.00

**Blast Microfinish Comparators**

- Grit-Blast
  - Six surface finish specimens ranging from 32 to 1000 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-G6 • $40.00

- Shot-Blast
  - Six surface finish specimens ranging from 32 to 1000 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-SH6 • $40.00

**EDM Microfinish Comparator**

- Nine surface finish specimens ranging from 16 to 250 microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-E9 • $40.00

**Master Visual-Tactual Set**

- Eight individual blocks with fifteen replicated machined surface finish specimens ranging from 2 to 125 Microinches.
  - Order No. NB61-M15 • $215.00

**Gar Pak Kit**

- Contains Order No. S-22, G-6, SH-6 and E-9 surface finish comparators.
  - Order No. NB61-G4 • $160.00

**Precision Reference Standard For Surface Analyzing Equipment**

- An economical calibration standard for surface analyzing equipment. Ra values 119.5 and 16.1; includes certification traceable to N.I.S.T.
  - Order No. NB61-PRS2 • $138.00

**Flexbar® Surface Roughness Comparator**

- Complete with Plastic Case
  - Handy inexpensive for engineers, inspectors, etc. Features 17 to 500 micro finish, 18 exact reproductions of milled, turned, shaped and ground surfaces. Black unbreakable plastic. 3½ x 5” pocket size. Scratch resistant and has a hang-up hole.
  - Order No. NB62-16007 • $7.95

- Complete with Leather Case
  - Surface Finish Scale
    - 22 Specimens of machined surfaces from 2 to 500 Micro-inches — lapped, ground, blanchard ground, turned, milled and profiled surfaces.
  - Order No. NB62-16007 • $39.95

- Wallet Style Case
  - This Scale Conforms to SAE and Military Specifications for Visual and Tactile Inspections.
  - Order No. NB62-16008 • $94.00